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Abstract
Person re-identification is a challenging task of matching a person’s image across
multiple images captured from different camera views. Recently, deep learning based
approaches have been proposed that show promising performance on this task. However,
most of these approaches use whole image features to compute the similarity between
images. This is not very intuitive since not all the regions in an image contain information about the person identity. In this paper, we introduce an end-to-end Siamese
convolutional neural network that firstly localizes discriminative salient image regions
and then computes the similarity based on these image regions in conjunction with the
whole image. We use Spatial Transformer Networks (STN) for localizing salient regions. Extensive experiments on CUHK01 and CUHK03 datasets show that our method
achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
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Introduction

Person re-identification is an important problem in many real-world applications, such as
video surveillance. The goal of person re-identification is to identify a specific person in
an input image (known as the probe image) from a set of gallery images captured by nonoverlapping and different cameras. It is a very challenging problem due to the complex variations in viewpoints, poses, lighting, illuminations, blurring effects, and image resolutions.
The intra-person variations can even be larger than inter-person variations in this task [22].
Backgrounds and occlusions also create challenges in person re-identification.
Sometimes small objects or regions convey important information about the person identity in an image. Humans can recognize person identity based on these salient regions. For
example, in Fig.1, person (a) carries a backpack, person (b) wears a white jacket, person (c)
holds an orange colored jacket in his hand and person (d) holds a file in her hand. These
distinctive regions can be used to identify one person from others. Usually, if an object is
salient in one camera view, it remains salient in another camera view too [28] even though
there are variations in view points. In addition to salient objects, body parts as well as clothing can also be considered as informative region for identifying persons. Although salient
regions in an image play a vital role in person re-identification for humans, most existing
c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Some examples of pedestrian images for person re-identification from CUHK01
train dataset. Each pair represents the same person from different camera views. The bounding box on each image shows the discriminative region localized by our proposed approach.
approaches in person re-identification do not capture this information. Most of the existing
approaches [1, 11, 18, 21, 24] compute the similarity between two images based on whole
image features.
In this paper, we propose a new person re-identification technique by explicitly localizing
salient regions. In particular, we use Spatial Transformer Network (STN) [8] to localize the
discriminative regions in the input images. Our multichannel CNN model then computes
the similarity of the input images based on these discriminative regions in conjunction with
whole image features.
The main contribution of this work is that it integrates attention-based STN in the person
re-identification framework. This allows our model to focus on discriminative regions in
the input images when computing their similarity. Moreover, we integrate global image
features with the discriminative regions to produce final feature representation for person
re-identification. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first CNN-based architecture that
performs person re-identification by localizing discriminative image regions. Our model can
be trained end-to-end and it does not require supervision or any prior knowledge about the
discriminative regions. We demonstrate that our approach achieves state-of-the-art results
on several benchmark datasets.

2

Related Work

Previous work on person re-identification can be classified into two broad groups: non-deep
learning methods and deep learning methods.
Non-Deep Learning Methods: Most of the person re-identification methods consist of two
components: (1) a method to extract features from the input images, and (2) a way of computing a similarity metric to decide whether the images belong to same person or not. Much of
the previous research focuses on either improving feature extraction method [6, 10, 16, 27],
or robust similarity metric learning [2, 7, 9, 15, 27], or their combination [11, 14, 17, 26].
Although these approaches are promising, their performance is limited due to the heavy reliance on handcrafted features. In contrast, our approach is based on deep learning which
simultaneously learns the feature representation and a similarity metric to optimize the performance.
Deep Learning Methods: In recent years, deep neural networks have significantly improved
the state-of-the-art in many computer vision tasks such as image classification and object detection. There are a few previous works that use deep learning for person re-identification
problem in the literature. Our work is mostly related to the work by Yi et al. [25], Li et
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al. [12], Ahmed et al. [1], and Subramaniam et al. [21]. Yi et al. [25] propose a Siamese
convolutional network for re-identification. Their network takes a pair of images as its input
to which three stages of convolution are performed followed by a fully-connected operation that outputs a vector for each input image. Lastly, cosine similarity function is used
to compare the two output vectors. Li et al. [12] use a two-input network architecture that
firstly performs a set of convolutions to the inputs and then multiplies the convolution feature
maps at different horizontal offsets. This is followed by a max-out grouping which filters out
the highest response from horizontal strips to which another convolution and max pooling
operation is done. Finally, the output is used to compute the similarity. Ahmed et al. [1]
introduce a deep architecture that contains two new layers: cross-input neighborhood layer
and patch summary layer. Cross-input neighborhood layer is used to learn the relationship
between feature maps of two input images. Patch summary layer is responsible for summarizing the neighborhood maps by analysing the differences in each 5x5 block, which are then
used to measure the similarity of two input images. Our model is motivated by recent work
in [21] which extends the work of [1]. The work in [21] uses a fused network that performs
inexact matching through a novel layer called Normalized X-Corr whose output assists the
subsequent layers in making decision on whether the two input images are similar or not.
The main difference between these previous approaches and ours is that, instead of using
only whole image feature maps to compare the two input person images similarity, we firstly
localize discriminative regions in the images and then forward their feature maps in addition
to the global images to subsequent layers for similarity computation. Our work is driven by
the intuition that the input images contain a lot of background pixels which are irrelevant for
person re-identification.
Our work is also related to the recent work on localizing and ranking visual attributes
given a pairwise image comparison [20]. This work uses STN to localize the image regions
that are relevant for the visual attribute. Similar to [20], we also incorporate STN to localize
discriminative regions in images that are relevant for person re-identification.

3

Our Approach

We formulate person re-identification as a binary classification problem given two input
images. Our proposed model learns a function f that maps an image pair (I1 , I2 ) to a score
that indicates how likely these two images correspond to the same person. During training,
our network takes an image pair (I1 , I2 ) and a binary label L indicating whether the images
are similar or not. During testing, the input is an image pair (Itest1 , Itest2 ) and the network
uses the learned function f with parameters w to predict the similarity score f (Itest1 , Itest2 )
between the image pair.
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of our model. Our model is based on the Siamese
network [4]. It has two Siamese networks whereas each network contains two branches with
shared parameters. There are two main components in the network: (a) Spatial Transformer
Network (SN) and (b) Fused Network (FN). The STN is used to learn to localize the discriminative region in an image and generate a feature representation based on this region. The
FN is used to combine the features of discriminative regions in both input images and output
a similarity score.
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of our network. It takes two person images (I1 , I2 ) as its
input. Each image is forwarded to two Siamese-CNN architecture whereas one contains a
Spatial Transformer Network (STN) with a Fused Network (FN) and another contains only
fused network. The model finally produces two outputs/scores (v1 , v2 ) indicating similarity strength of two input person images which is later fed to a loss function to update the
parameters of the network.

3.1

Spatial Transformer Network

Previous work on person re-identification typically compares the similarity of two images
based on features extracted from the entire image. We believe this is not optimal, since
an image usually contains a lot of pixels (e.g. background pixels) that are irrelevant for
person re-identification. Humans usually differentiate between a pair of images by focusing
on certain distinct regions/parts of the person in the image (see Fig. 1). In our work, we
develop a model that has the same capability. In our model architecture, we incorporate STN
for localizing discriminative regions that are relevant for person re-identification. STN is a
fully-differentiable module that can learn spatial transformations, such as scaling, rotation
and translation without any additional supervision.
We incorporate STN in our network so that it can focus on discriminative regions which
would be used for subsequent parts of the network. The output of STN will simplify the task
of Fused network (FN) as it can be optimized efficiently over the localized discriminative
regions for a given pair of images.
As outlined in [8], there are three main components in STN (see top of Fig. 3): i) Localization network, which takes the input image and produces the transformation parameters θ ;
ii) Grid generator, which generates a sampling grid using the transformation parameters. The
sampling grid is a set of points where the input feature map should be sampled to produce
the transformed output; and iii) Sampler, which uses a bilinear interpolation kernel to produce the output image. In this work, we use STN that has three transformation parameters
θ = [s,tx ,ty ], where s,tx and ty represent isotropic scaling, horizontal and vertical translation
respectively. This transformation parameters are constrained for attention [8], and the point
transformation is
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Figure 3: Detailed architecture of our proposed network. The network takes a pair of image
as input. Each image goes through the spatial transformer network (STN), which localizes
the discriminative image region. The output of STN is fed to Fused network which generates
two linear layers with 500 output values as features of the discriminative region. At the same
time, the input images go through another fused network which also produces two linear
layers of 500 output values as global image features. The features from the localized regions
and the global images are concatenated and finally used to compute the similarity score of
the two input images.

Here, xi in and yi in represent coordinates of the input image, whereas xi out and yi out represent output image coordinates at the i-th index. The localization network within the STN
can take any form of convolutional network or fully-connected network, but finally it should
include a regression layer that generates transformation parameters θ [8]. In this paper, we
follow their localization layer architecture which uses STN for digit localization in images.
A convolutional layer with 20 filters of size 5 × 5 and two fully-connected layers are added
towards the end. The first fully-connected layer takes 6120 values as its input and produces
20 output values, whereas the second one takes 20 input values and produces 2 transformation parameters (tx ,ty ) as output. Here the network is not learning scaling parameter (s) as
we fix it to 0.5. These parameters are used to generate the transformed output image patch
through the sampling mechanism. Figure 4 shows the STN’s localization behavior during
training.
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Figure 4: STN’s localization behavior during training on CUHK01 dataset. Each row shows
the localized image patch (in the red box) by STN for different training iterations. We find
that STN converges to distinctive image regions after certain iterations.

3.2

Fused Network

The input images and the output of STN are fed to the Fused Network (FN) [21]. In our
model, we use two fused networks separately. One of them takes a pair of image patches
as its input whereas another one considers a pair of whole input images. Finally these two
fused network outputs the similarity score indicating whether two image belong to the same
person or not. The fused network is also a Siamese network where each branch contains two
stage of convolutions (with shared parameters) and pooling layers. These convolution layers
take input image of size 60 × 160 × 3 and generate 25 feature maps of dimension 12 × 37
which is fed to the normalized correlation and the cross-input neighborhood layers. Given
two feature maps, the normalized correlation layer [21] computes the correlation between
every pair of 5 × 5 patch matrices. For given matrices X and Y , the Normalized Correlation
is defined as [21]:
normCorr(X,Y ) =

ΣNi=1 (Xi − µX )(Yi − µY )
(N − 1).σX .σY

(2)

Here, µX and µY are the mean values for two matrices X and Y respectively. Crossinput neighborhood layer [1] computes the difference between feature maps produced by the
convolution layers of two branches of the Siamese network. The output of normalized correlation and the cross-input neighborhood are fed to separate cross patch feature aggregation
layers which incorporate the contextual information and summarizes it. The feature aggregation layer is composed of two convolutions followed by max-pooling layer, and the output
is 25 feature maps of size 5 × 17. The output feature maps are then fed to fully-connected
layers of 500 hidden units. The fully-connected layers (one for patch image and another
for global image) for each images are joined together with two softmax units. The output
of the first softmax represents the likelihood that two images are same, and the other one
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represents the likelihood that the images are different. To train our network, we use the standard cross-entropy loss and optimize the network parameters using the Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the detailed architecture of our proposed network. Subramaniam et
al. [21] also use FN for person re-identification. But the model in [21] computes the similarity of two input images only from the whole image features. In contrast, our proposed
model first uses STN to localize the discriminative regions from the two input images, then
the similarity score is computed based on these regions in addition to the whole images.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

We conduct experiments on two benchmark datasets: CUHK01 [11] and CUHK03 [12] .
CUHK01 Dataset: This dataset consists of 3,884 images of 971 people [11]. For each
person (or identity), there are 4 images captured from 2 different cameras. Following Subramaniam et al. [21], we conduct experiments in two different settings. In the first setting,
we use 871 identities for training and the remaining 100 identities for testing. In the second
setting, we use 485 identities for training and the remaining 486 identities for testing.
CUHK03 Dataset: This is one of the largest benchmark dataset for person re-identification.
It consists of 13,164 images of 1,360 pedestrians captured by 6 different surveillance cameras
[12]. Each person is observed by 2 disjoint camera views. The dataset contains two different
types of pedestrian bounding boxes – one as a result of manually labeling (referred as Labeled dataset) and the other that is algorithmically generated (referred as Detected dataset).
In this work, we conduct experiments on both types. Again, we follow the experiment protocol of Subramaniam et al. [21] by randomly picking 1,260 identities for training and the
rest for testing.

4.2

Network Training Strategies

We treat person re-identification as a binary classification problem. So we train the network
using pairs of similar (i.e. positive pair) and dissimilar (i.e. negative pair) images. There
exists data imbalance in the datasets – there are more negative pairs than positive pairs.
Following previous work [21], we perform data augmentation to deal with the data imbalance. For every training set image of size W × H, we sample several image patches (2 image
patches for CUHK03 and 5 image patches for CUHK01 Dataset) around the image center
and then apply random 2D translation drawn from a uniform distribution within the range of
[−0.05W, 0.05W ]×[−0.05H, 0.05H]. This data augmentation strategy alleviates the training
data imbalance issue across the datasets.
We implement our network using Torch 7 [5]. We train our network with mini-batch of
size 128. We use 0.9 as momentum and 0.05 as initial learning rate. Learning rate decay and
weight decay are set to 1 × 10−4 and 5 × 10−4 respectively. We also fix the scaling value to
0.5 in the Spatial Transformer Network and learn translation parameters (tx and ty ) only. Due
to the data imbalance in most of the person re-identification dataset, after certain iteration
the STN begins to consider whole image as patch. To mitigate this issue, we use fix scaling
value to learn STN which gives better result along with the global image.
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Evaluation Protocol

We present a comprehensive evaluation of our proposed method by comparing it with several
state-of-the-art methods on CUHK01 and CUHK03 datasets. Following previous work, we
rank the images present in the gallery image set based on the similarity with a probe image.
Note that both the gallery images and the probe images are from test set. The intuition of this
type of ranking is that the ground-truth matching gallary image should have the highest rank
in the ideal case. In our experiments, we randomly select one image for each person/identity
in the test set as a probe image and consider the remaining images as gallery images. For a
probe image of a person, there is exactly one match in the gallery images. We perform 10 test
trials on every probe image and report the averaged results in the tables along with several
baselines. Note that the comparison with Subramaniam et al. [21], Ahmed et al. [1], and Li
et al. [12] is of particular interest to us since they use similar deep learning architectures.

4.4

Results

CUHK01 Dataset: Table 1 and 2 summarize the experimental results on the CUHK01
dataset with 100 and 486 test identities. Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art method
by nearly 5% in terms of the rank-1 accuracy. We believe that this performance gain is
due to the discriminative regions learned by our network that is able to effectively distinguish between similar and dissimilar person images. Moreover, we train our network from
scratch rather than pre-training it on a larger CUHK03 Labeled dataset, which is done by the
state-of-the-art method in [21]. Note that the method in [21] is equivalent to our model without localizing the discriminative regions. Our model outperforms [21] by a large margin.
This demonstrates the advantage of localizing discriminative regions in images for person
re-identification.
Method
eSDC[26]
LDML[7]
KISSME[9]
Li et al.[12]
Ahmed et al.[1]
Wang et al.[23]
Subramaniam et al.[21]
Ours

Rank-1
22.84
26.45
29.40
27.87
65.00
71.80
81.23
86.67

Rank-10
57.67
72.04
72.43
73.46
93.12
–
97.39
99.17

Rank-20
69.84
84.69
86.07
86.31
97.20
–
98.60
99.87

Table 1: Performance of different methods at ranks 1, 10, and 20 on CUHK01 with 100 test
IDs.
Method
Mid-Level Filters [27]
Mirror-KFMA [3]
Ahmed et al.[1]
Ensembles [19]
CPDL[10]
Subramaniam et al. [21]
Ours

Rank-1
34.30
40.40
47.50
51.90
59.50
65.04
71.35

Rank-10
65.00
75.30
80.00
83.00
89.70
89.76
93.08

Rank-20
74.90
84.10
87.44
89.40
93.10
94.49
96.80

Table 2: Performance of different methods at ranks 1, 10, and 20 on CUHK01 with 486 test
IDs.
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CUHK03 Dataset: Table 3 and 4 summarize the experimental results on the CUHK03 Labeled and Detected datasets, respectively. Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art [21]
method by nearly 2% in terms of the rank-1 accuracy. Figure 5 shows some qualitative
retrieval results on this dataset.
Method
eSDC [26]
LDML [7]
KISSME [9]
Li et al. [12]
LOMO+XQDA [14]
Ahmed et al. [1]
LOMO+MLAPG [13]
Ensembles [19]
Subramaniam et al. [21]
Ours

Rank-1
8.76
13.51
14.17
20.65
52.20
54.74
57.96
62.10
72.43
77.80

Rank-10
38.28
52.13
52.57
68.74
92.14
93.88
94.74
92.30
95.51
98.49

Rank-20
53.44
70.81
70.03
83.06
96.25
98.10
98.00
97.20
98.40
99.52

Table 3: Performance of different methods at ranks 1, 10, and 20 on the CUHK03 Labeled
dataset.

Method
eSDC [26]
LDML [7]
KISSME [9]
Li et al. [12]
LOMO+XQDA [14]
Ahmed et al. [1]
LOMO+MLAPG [13]
Subramaniam et al. [21]
Ours

Rank-1
7.68
10.92
11.70
19.89
46.25
44.96
51.15
72.04
74.48

Rank-10
33.38
47.01
48.08
64.79
88.55
83.47
92.05
96.00
96.16

Rank-20
50.58
65.00
64.86
81.14
94.25
93.15
96.90
98.26
98.28

Table 4: Performance of different methods at ranks 1, 10, and 20 on the CUHK03 Detected
dataset.
Figure 6 shows some typical failure cases of our approach.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an end-to-end deep neural network architecture that localizes discriminative image regions for person re-identification. Our proposed model achieves
state-of-the-art results on CUHK01 and CUHK03 datasets. Currently, our model only localizes one discriminative region in each image. As future work, we plan to extend our model
to localize multiple discriminative regions by using more than one STN in the model.
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Figure 5: Qualitative retrieval results of our approach on CUHK03 dataset. The first column
in each row represents a probe image. The remaining columns represent the retrieved results.
The column highlighted in green is the ground-truth match.

Figure 6: Some failure cases of our approach. (a) image pairs of the same person: our method
incorrectly predict them as being dissimilar due to the lack of discriminative regions in these
images; (b) image pairs of different persons: our method incorrectly recognize them as the
same person, possibly because the localized discriminative regions in these image pairs have
similar appearance.
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